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Logbook

Title:

● Do Dogs Have A Color Preference?

Objective:

● In this experiment I am going to test to see if my dog has a color preference. I will test
this by using "red, purple, blue, pink, and green" for the different bowel colors and see
which one she selects more frequently.

Statement of the Problem:

● What is the statement of the problem ? The statement of the problem is that people
don't think that dogs  have a color preference dogs are colorblind. This experiment helps
by seeing if red, purple, blue, pink, and green if my dog has a color preference.

Hypothesis:

● I hypothesize that what will happen in my experiment is that my dog will eat
from the green or blue bowl . I think this because research shows that dogs can
see shades of yellow and shades of blue and those two colors combined are
green.In this site Ryan Liera, states that dogs can see blue and yellow
(https://vcahospitals.com.)

Materials:

● A dog (any breed)
● Paint(red, purple, blue , pink and green, about a tbsp )
● small Plastic bowls
● Dog food (40lb bag) pedigree
● Log book (google docs.)
● Alarm(apple app)
● Apple ipad
● A room(any size of room)
● 1 paintbrush(⅜)

https://vcahospitals.com/know-your-pet/do-dogs-see-color#:~:text=Dogs%20possess%20only%20two%20types,perception%20is%20called%20dichromatic%20vision
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● 1 cup scooper

Dependent and Independent Variable:

● Independent- Color of dog bowls
● Dependent- how many visits the dog goes to each bowl color
● Control -dog food and  dog

Procedure:
1. get all your supplies for the experiment .
2. Paint plastic bowls ( add 2 layers of paint ) with smartcraft paint .
3. let bowls dry inside your house.
4. Set alarms when you feed the dog two times a day(6:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.).
5. Put the colored dog bowls on the floor .
6. Fill bowls with dog food with 1 cup.
7. Let the dog in the room,Let the dog eat from one of the bowls.
8. See which color of bowl the dog is going to eat from Graph it from your logbook .
9. Repeat the steps two times a day for a week .

Results:

● The results show that the dog had very little preference for color.   The dog chose
the red bowl 20% of the time , the purple bowl 25% of the time, the blue bowl
25%of the time , the pink bowl 15% of the time, and the Green bowl 15% of the
time . This shows that the dog did  not care to have a definite preference as they
were all selected. However, the data does still show that the dog chose the blue and
purple bowl 25% of the time making those to the most selected colors.
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Time/Day Red Bowl Purple Bowl Blue Bowl Pink Bowl Green Bowl

Day1
6 AM

0 0 0 0 1

Day1
4 PM

0 0 0 1 0

Day2
6 AM

0 0 1 0 0

Day2
4 PM

1 0 0 0 0

Day 3
6 AM

1 0 0 0 0

Day3
4 PM

0 1 0 0 0

Day4
6 AM

0 0 1 0 0

Day4
4 PM

0 1 0 0 0

Day5
6 AM

1 0 0 0 0

Day5
4 PM

0 0 0 1 0
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Day 6
6 AM

0 1 0 0 0

Day6
4PM

0 0 0 0 1

Day7
6 AM

0 0 1 0 0

Day 7
4 PM

0 0 1 0 0

Day 8
6 AM

0 1 0 0 0

Day8
4 PM

1 0 0 0 0

Day9
6 AM

0 0 0 0 1

Day9
4 PM

0 1 0 0 0

Day10
6 AM

0 0 1 0 0

Day10
4 PM

0 0 0 1 0

Red Bowl Purple Bowl Blue Bowl Pink Bowl Green Bowl

Total Times
Selected:

4 5 5 3 3
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Conclusion:

1. My objective was to test to see if my dog has a color preference. I will test this
by using "red, purple, blue, pink, and green" for the different bowel  colors and
see which one she selects more frequently. I repeated this with 10 trials .

2. In my experiment I hypothesized that my dog will eat from the green or blue
bowl . I think this because research shows that dogs can see shades of yellow
and shades of blue and those two colors combined are green.my hypothesis
not correct she chose blue and purple the same amount of time.

3. The results show that the dog had very little preference for color.   The dog
chose the red bowl 20% of the time , the purple bowl 25% of the time, the
blue bowl 25%of the time , the pink bowl 15% of the time, and the Green bowl
15% of the time . This shows that the dog did  not care to have a definite
preference as they were all selected. However, the data does still show that
the dog chose the blue and purple bowl 25% of  the time, making those to the
most selected colors.

4. In this experiment I wanted to know which color my dog would choose.  I was
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surprised that my dog has very little preference now I know that my dog does
not care for a color.

5. What I would do differently is to increase my sample size, use  primary colors
mixed in with secondary colors and to have a larger sample size in dogs in my
experiment if i ever redid this experiment again

Pictures: Additional photographs or drawings
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Do dogs have a color preference?

In this Science fair experiment we are doing, do dogs have a color preference? What is the

statement of the problem ? The statement of the problem is that people don't think that dogs

have a color preference dogs are colorblind. This experiment helps by seeing red, purple, blue,

pink, and green if my dog has a color preference.I hypothesize that my dog will choose blue or

green the most because dogs can see that color. One reason is that people think that dogs can't

see colors because dogs are colorblind. The other reason is that people might want to know about

a dog's color sight.the last reason is which color does a dog like.

Method

The scientific method was used to conduct this experiment.The question that was studied

was do dogs have a color preference for this project.I hypothesized that my dog would prefer  the

green or blue bowl .

Materials

There were several materials  used to conduct in this experiment a dog any breed this dog

is the main thing in this experiment, paint smart craft, purple, blue, pink, green you need this

paint to paint the bowls, plastic bowls you use these to put the dog food,dog food 40lb bag any

brand you put this in the bowls,log book Google docs you use this to graph your data,alarm apple

app to put a,a room any size, paint brush ⅜ to paint the bowls

procedures
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There were many procedures conducted in my experiment.the first thing you need to do

is to get all the materials.the second thing is to paint the bowls you need to paint two coats of

paint. The third is to let the bowls dry inside your room. Fourth set alarms for the feeding time

for the dog six a.m. and 4p.m.. fifth put the dog bowls randomly on the floor. The sixth is to  fill

the dog bowls with dog food, next let the dog into the room. Eighth  is to see which dog bowl

they will choose (if the dog does not want to eat from the dog bowl leave some of the dog food

outside of the dog bowl).next is to graph it on your log book. Last is to repeat the steps in 10

days .

The results of this experiment show that blue and purple tied having the same amount of

times eaten.

Results

The results of the experiment were surprising.On day one at  six a.m. the dog chose the

green bowl one time then at four p.m. they chose the pink bowl. On day two at  six a.m  the dog

chose the blue bowl, then at 4 p.m the dog chose the red bowl. On day three at  six a.m  the dog

chose the red  bowl, then at 4 p.m the dog chose the purple  bowl. On day four  at  six a.m  the

dog chose the blue bowl, then at 4 p.m the dog chose the purple bowl. On day five  at  six a.m

the dog chose the  red bowl, then at 4 p.m the dog chose the  pink bowl. On day  six  at  six a.m

the dog chose the purple bowl, then at 4 p.m the dog chose the green  bowl. On day seven  at  six

a.m  the dog chose the blue   bowl, then at 4 p.m the dog chose the blue  bowl again . On day

eight at  six a.m  the dog chose the purple bowl, then at 4 p.m the dog chose the red bowl. On

day nine   at  six a.m  the dog chose the green bowl, then at 4 p.m the dog chose the purple  bowl.

On day ten   at  six a.m  the dog chose the blue bowl, then at 4 p.m the dog chose the pink bowl.
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Discussion

Much information can be found on the topic of how dogs can see colors.

Education.com  did an experiment on are dogs color blind . the colors they used blue,

purple,yellow ,grey,green, orange, red . They did this by using glass jars to find out. Their results

show that the blue, purple, yellow and gray. ( Education.com )

Education.com had an experiment  about dogs preferring homemade dog food . They

made homemade dog food and used dog bowls. Their results show that dogs like raw meat and it

depends on what they are used to eating. (education.com )

In this website on dogs regards,”Your dog can smell your feelings. In fact, your dog’s

sense of smell is approximately 100,000 times better than yours.”(thedrakecenter.com) In this

website it states that,”people say not to give your dog "people food". And it's true, you shouldn't

be throwing your pup a hotdog, but if you're eating nutritious, whole foods, they're likely the

same healthy ingredients your dog should be eating, too.”(littlecooperbear.com)

Conclusion and future studies

https://www.education.com/science-fair/article/dogs-colorblind/
https://www.education.com/science-fair/article/easy-as-pie-bone-appetit/
https://www.doghealth.com/how-and-why/how-dogs-sense-emotions
https://www.thedrakecenter.com/services/dogs/blog/23-amazing-facts-about-dogs-you-probably-didnt-know
https://www.littlecooperbear.com/hound/2017/5/15/dog-nutrition-facts
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My hypothesis for this science experiment was contradicted.This experiment worked

because my dog was obedient to what I asked him to do.  This experiment was successful

because I was able to get the data I wanted and the dog got to eat a lot .  My results told me that

my project was contradicted, this proved that my dog has very little color preference.  I would’ve

done this again in the future to have a larger sample size for my science experiment and use

primary colors for the color of bowls.
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Appendix

Table A 1

Time/Day Red Bowl Purple Bowl Blue Bowl Pink Bowl Green Bowl

Day1
6 AM

0 0 0 0 1

Day1
4 PM

0 0 0 1 0

Day2
6 AM

0 0 1 0 0

Day2
4 PM

1 0 0 0 0

Day 3
6 AM

1 0 0 0 0

Day3
4 PM

0 1 0 0 0

Day4
6 AM

0 0 1 0 0

Day4
4 PM

0 1 0 0 0

Day5
6 AM

1 0 0 0 0

Day5
4 PM

0 0 0 1 0

Day 6
6 AM

0 1 0 0 0

Day6
4PM

0 0 0 0 1

Day7 0 0 1 0 0
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6 AM

Day 7
4 PM

0 0 1 0 0

Day 8
6 AM

0 1 0 0 0

Day8
4 PM

1 0 0 0 0

Day9
6 AM

0 0 0 0 1

Day9
4 PM

0 1 0 0 0

Day10
6 AM

0 0 1 0 0

Day10
4 PM

0 0 0 1 0

Table A 2

Red Bowl Purple Bowl Blue Bowl Pink Bowl Green Bowl

Total Times
Selected:

4 5 5 3 3
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